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Abstract

Glaucoma is the second leading cause of blindness worldwide. Currently glaucoma treatments aim to lower IOP by decreasing aqueous humor production or increasing aqueous humor outflow through pharmacological approaches or trabeculectomy. However, the lack of effective cure requires new therapeutic strategies. In this regard, we compared the biological responses of a three-dimensional trabecular meshwork (TM) model with or w/o perfusion bioreactor technology to better understand the early molecular changes induced by prolonged oxidative stress condition. Therefore, we obtained standard 3D cultures from the embedment of TM cells in Matrigel and they were cultured both under static and dynamic conditions. In this regard, we demonstrated that the constant medium nutrients supply, conferred by perfusion bioreactor, improved the adaptive behavior to chronic oxidative stress of 3D TM cultures via offsetting pathway activation.

1 Introduction

Glaucoma is a neurodegenerative disease that involves 3.54% of the population aged 40-80 years (Tham et al., 2014). There are several types of this eye disease including primary open angle glaucoma (POAG), primary angle closure glaucoma, secondary glaucoma and developmental glaucoma. Whereas in POAG, a high-tension form of glaucoma, there is an increase in the intraocular pressure (IOP), in other forms of the disease, IOP is no longer considered the sole factor for the worsening of glaucoma, because its onset and progression can also occur within the normal IOP range (Kim and Park, 2019). Indeed, retinal ganglion cell (RGCs) death depends on a wide range of molecular events that underlie the pathogenesis of glaucoma and it is therefore crucial to further investigate the molecular mechanisms implied in RGCs apoptosis in order to counteract this process.

As known, the most common cause of the high-tension glaucoma cascade starts from the trabecular meshwork (TM), which is the first element of the conventional outflow pathway (Saccà et al., 2016b). In fact, since the TM is the most sensitive tissue to oxidative stress (OS), that is, damage caused in the anterior chamber of the eye (Izzotti et al., 2009), many different outcomes, such as TM mitochondrial dysfunction, inflammatory cytokine release, impairment of extracellular matrix (ECM) components and its turnover, cellular senescence promotion and a consequent loss of its cellularity, and so on, may occur (Zhao et al., 2016; Kim and Kim, 2018).

However, OS is also regarded to be the cause of pathological outcomes including ischemic, oxidative, inflammatory events which underlie glaucoma pathogenesis. Therefore, the resulting endothelial dysfunction which affects the endothelial cells of the trabecular meshwork occurs in both normal-tension glaucoma and high-tension glaucoma (Saccà et al., 2019).

Therefore, although the mechanisms by which the apoptotic signals develop towards retinal ganglion cells are not yet known, it has been hypothesized that the glaucomatous suffering of TM cells (TMCs), with or without the increase of IOP, affects their gene and protein expressions, generating molecular signals which, on reaching the head of the optic nerve, contribute to RGCs death (Saccà et al., 2016a).

Most of the studies carried out thus far to mimic different glaucomatous situations have referred to a variety of animal models (i.e. mouse, rat, rabbit, pig, cat, dog and monkey models). However, the obvious anatomical and morphological differences between animal and human eyes, together with the inflammation pathway triggered by the experimental approaches used to induce prolonged or transient elevation of intraocular pressure in animals, have necessitated an improvement of strategic approaches using human-specific models for glaucoma (Bouhenni et al., 2012; Langley et al., 2017).

There is therefore a growing interest for reliable 3D TM models as platforms for testing new therapeutics because, unlike 2D cell cultures, they mimic the true tissue nature in terms of morphology and environment (Brancato et al., 2018; Vernazza et al., 2019).
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In this regard, ex vivo models arising both from human and animal sources are the most widely used (Gonzalez et al., 2013; Li et al., 2019). However, their scarce availability reduces their use in perfusion studies and drug testing (Waduthanthri et al., 2019).

3D in vitro models could represent a good starting point to study several molecular features of glaucoma. Recently, natural polymer scaffolds such as collagen-chondroitin sulfate and matrix-based Matrigel® were used to study 3D-TM cell behavior under physiological and stress conditions (Bouchemi et al., 2017; Osmond et al., 2017).

The aim of the present study was to define a more realistic in vitro model to look at glaucoma onset and its outcomes by improving standard 3D-cultures performance. In this regard, we analyzed the pro-inflammatory/pro apoptotic effects of chronic administration of hydrogen peroxide in Human Trabecular Meshwork Cells (HTMC) embedded in Matrigel® and cultured under both static and dynamic conditions. Given its biological composition based on basement membrane components (i.e. laminin, collagen IV, heparin sulfate proteoglycans and entactin), matrix degrading enzymes, their inhibitors, and numerous growth factors, Matrigel® was used to study the endothelial cell tube assay, 3D cancer cultures, the invasion assay, the organoid assembly, and the expansion of undifferentiated human embryonic stem cells (Kohen et al., 2009; Hughes et al., 2010; Benton et al., 2014). Most recently, the Matrigel® was also useful to mimic in vitro 3D-Trabecular Meshwork organization (Bouchemi et al., 2017; Vernazza et al., 2019). However, the innovation of our present work has been to improve the static culture conditions with a more complex 3D system capable of recapitulating distinct cell niches, under well-defined reproducible conditions such as chemical gradient supply (i.e. nutrients and oxygen). For this purpose, we applied milliliter fluidic bioreactors technology to 3D-HTMC in vitro models, with the aim of allowing a continuous medium support in a constant flow rate without exposing the cells to a high shear force (Giusti et al., 2014; Berger et al., 2018).

2 Materials and Methods

Cell culture
HTMC and Trabecular Meshwork Growth Medium (TMGM) were acquired from Cell APPLICATION INC. (San Diego, CA, USA). Cell APPLICATION laboratory gave the official report on the evidence that the HTMC cells express several markers related specifically to a trabecular phenotype, since they resulted responsive to Dexamethasone treatment by increasing protein level expression of fibronectin, α-smooth muscle actin, myocilin and the cross-linked actin networks (CLAN). HTMCs were cultured according to consensus recommendations reported by Keller et al. (Keller et al., 2018) and were maintained at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO₂. All cell cultures were found to be mycoplasma-free during regular checks with the Reagent Set Mycoplasma Euroclone (Euroclone® Milan, Italy).

The 3D-cultures were performed as previously described by embedding HTMC into 100% Corning® Matrigel® Matrix (Corning Life Sciences, Tewksbury, MA USA) at density of 2*10⁶/cm² into and seeded directly in LiveBox1 (IVTech S.r.l. - Massarosa, Italy) bioreactor culture chamber, 1.7 cm² grow area/dish, (dx.doi.org/10.17504/protocols.io.574g9qw), in both static and flow conditions (Vernazza et al., 2019).

Dynamic 3D-HTMC system
To study 3D-HTMC behavior under dynamic conditions, we used a sophisticated model of milli-scaled multi-organ devices in a single flow configuration (LBI, IVTech srl) (Ucciferri et al., 2014). This device was composed of a peristaltic pump (LF, IVTech srl), transparent culture chambers, and a mixing bottle, all equipped with inlet and outlet pipes on the sides that allowed them to be interconnected. After seeding, each culture chamber containing the cells was filled with 1ml of culture media and placed in an incubator for 24hrs. The next day, 9 ml of culture media was put into a mixing bottle and by way of the peristaltic pump, the complete circuit was adequately filled to avoid any nutrient depletion. The culture medium circulated in this closed circuit at a constant flow rate of 70µL/min with basal perfusion. The flow rate was set to overcome both diffusional limitations and Matrigel® degradation over time (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Perfusion bioreactor circuit diagram
From the mixing bottle (C), the medium is pumped by the action of the peristaltic pump (A), through the perfusion chamber where 3D-HTMCs were seeded (B), then it returns to the medium reservoir, completing the circuit. The image represents only one circuit, but the flow system includes two head pumps connected with at least four perfusion chambers (kindly provided by IVTech srl).

1 https://www.cellapplications.com/human-trabecular-meshwork-cells-hbtc
Chronic stress condition
The prolonged oxidative stress effect in both 3D-models lasted for a week exposing once a day for 2 hours 3D-HTMCs to 500µM H2O2, followed by 22h of recovery, according to Poehlmann et al., 2013 and Kaczara et al., 2010 (Kaczara et al., 2010; Poehlmann et al., 2013). All molecular analyses on static and dynamic 3D-HTMC cultures were conducted once cells were freed from Corning® Matrigel®® Matrix (Corning Life Sciences, Tewksbury, MA USA) by Corning Cell Recovery (Corning Life Sciences), according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Confocal analysis
At each selected check point time, the 3D-HTMCs, cultured and treated as mentioned above, were set in 4% paraformaldehyde and permeabilized with 0.3% Triton X-100 (Sigma Aldrich®, Milan, Italy). Nuclei were stained with To-Pro-3 -Iodide 642/641 (Thermofisher Scientific Inc., Monza, Italy), actin cytoskeleton was visualized using Phalloidin Alexa Fluor 488 (Cell Signalling Technology, Danvers, USA). Fluorescence signals were captured at 60X magnification, by Leica TSC SP microscope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany); moreover, both fluorescence signals and F-actin intensity mensuration were elaborated by Fiji-Imaged software, an open-source platform for biological-image analysis. Signals from different fluorescent probes were taken in sequential scan settings (3D reconstruction images).

Alamar Blue assay
The 3D-HTMC healthy state was daily carried out by AB assay (Invitrogen™, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Monza, Italy) within the last 4 hrs of the 22hrs of recovery time, according to the manufacturer’s instructions. In short, 10% (v/v) of AB solution was added to each well and, after 4 hrs of incubation, the resazurin reduction was quantified spectrophotometrically at wavelengths of 570 and 630 nm. The results were expressed as fold of reduction activity of treated vs untreated 3D-HTMCs.

RNA extraction, cDNA synthesis and qPCR analyses
3D-HTMCs (5x10^4) were treated as mentioned above and then a gene expression profile was obtained at 48hours by qPCR analysis and compared to control cells. Total RNA was extracted using the RNeasy Micro Kit (Qiagen, Milan, Italy) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. NanoDrop spectrophotometer (Nanodrop Technologies, Wilmington, DE, USA) was used to quantify the RNA. Then, 150 ng per sample of cDNA was synthesized by using SuperScript™ III First Strand Synthesis System (ThermoFisher Scientific). Each PCR reaction was performed as described elsewhere (Vernazza et al., 2019). Values were normalized to ubiquitin (reference gene) mRNA expression. All primers (Tab. 1) were designed using the Beacon Designer 7.0 software (Premier Biosoft International, Palo Alto CA, USA) and obtained from TibMolBiol (Genova, Italy). Data analyses were obtained using the DNA Engine Opticon® 3 Real-Time Detection System Software program (3.03 version) and, in order to calculate the relative gene expression compared to an untreated (control) calibrator sample, the comparative threshold Ct method (Aarskog and Vedeler, 2000) was used within the Gene Expression Analysis for iCycler iQ Real Time Detection System software (Bio-Rad) (Vandesompele et al., 2002).

Human apoptosis array
Apoptosis was investigated by the semi-quantitative detection of 43 human apoptotic proteins, on customized Human Apoptosis Array C1 chip (RayBio®; Norcross, GA) (Tab. 2), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The intensity of protein array signals was analyzed using a BIORAD Geldoc 2000 and each protein spot was normalized against Positive Control Spots printed on each membrane.

The data analysis was conducted according to the Protocol directions of Human Apoptosis Array C1, and the relative protein expression on different arrays was extrapolated by using the algorithm, according to Human Apoptosis Array C1 protocol.

Table 1: Primer sequences used for real time quantitative polymerase chain reaction analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>GenBank</th>
<th>Forward</th>
<th>Reverse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IL-1alpha</td>
<td>NM_000575.4</td>
<td>CAATCTGTTGCTCTGAGATATC</td>
<td>TCAACCCGTCTCTTCCTCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-1beta</td>
<td>NM_000575.2</td>
<td>TGATGGCTTATACAGTGGCAAAG</td>
<td>TGAAGTTGGTGCGGAGATTCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-6</td>
<td>NM_001318095.1</td>
<td>CAGATTGGAGATGAGGAGAAC</td>
<td>CGCAGATGAGATGAGTTGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMP-1</td>
<td>NM_001145938.1</td>
<td>GGTGATGAGACGCCAGATG</td>
<td>CAGAGGTGGTACATATTTCCAGAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMP-3</td>
<td>NM_0024222.5</td>
<td>TAAATTTCTCTACGTTAGCTCTCT</td>
<td>AGATTCTAGCCTCAAGTCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMP-9</td>
<td>NM_004984.2</td>
<td>AAGCAATCTCACGAGG</td>
<td>CGACTCTCCACGCATCTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNFα</td>
<td>NM_000594.4</td>
<td>GTGAGGAGGAGCAATCTG</td>
<td>GAGACCAAGAGGATGAGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGF-beta2</td>
<td>NM_001135599.3</td>
<td>AACCCTTAACCATTCCTACTACA</td>
<td>CTCGAGATCTACATATTTACCATCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubiquitin</td>
<td>NM_021009.7</td>
<td>ATTTGGGTCGGACTTCTG</td>
<td>TGCTTGGATCTTGGCAGT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPRT1</td>
<td>NM_000194.3</td>
<td>GGTACGAGGGTATAATCCAAAG</td>
<td>TTCTATATGTCAAGGGCATTACCA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The mini map of Human Apoptosis Array C1 (according to RayBio® manufacturer manual)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POS</td>
<td>POS</td>
<td>NEG</td>
<td>NEG</td>
<td>Blank</td>
<td>Blank</td>
<td>bad</td>
<td>bax</td>
<td>Bc2</td>
<td>Bc2-w</td>
<td>BID</td>
<td>BM</td>
<td>Caspase3</td>
<td>Caspase6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD40</td>
<td>CD40L</td>
<td>cIAP2</td>
<td>CytC</td>
<td>DR6</td>
<td>Fas</td>
<td>FasL</td>
<td>Blank</td>
<td>Hsp27</td>
<td>Hsp60</td>
<td>Hsp70</td>
<td>HTRA2</td>
<td>IF1</td>
<td>IF2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGFBP1</td>
<td>IGFBP2</td>
<td>IGFBP3</td>
<td>IGFBP4</td>
<td>IGFBP5</td>
<td>IGFBP6</td>
<td>IGFBP1</td>
<td>Livin</td>
<td>P21</td>
<td>P27</td>
<td>P53</td>
<td>SMAC</td>
<td>Survivin</td>
<td>TNF R1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNF RII</td>
<td>TNFα</td>
<td>TNFβ</td>
<td>TRAIL R1</td>
<td>TRAIL R2</td>
<td>TRAIL R3</td>
<td>TRAIL R4</td>
<td>XIAP</td>
<td>Blank</td>
<td>Blank</td>
<td>NEG</td>
<td>NEG</td>
<td>POS</td>
<td>POS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Western blotting

Total proteins were extracted from HTMCs as described elsewhere (Vernazza et al., 2019) and were resolved in Ani kD™ mini precast gel (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., Hercules, CA, USA) in SDS-PAGE Running Buffer. Blots were incubated PARP1, phospho-NF-κB p65, Ser 536 (Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, USA) antibodies. To normalize each loading of the lanes, blots were stripped and incubated with GAPDH antibody. The proteins were detected by Western Bright™ ECL (Advansta, CA, USA), exposed to film and analyzed using a BIORAD Geldoc 2000. Densitometrical data obtained from Quantity One software (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., Hercules, CA, USA) were applied for statistical analysis and normalized against the housekeeping GAPDH. The results were expressed as fold vs untreated cultures, respectively.

Statistical analysis

Reported data are expressed as mean ± Standard Deviation (SD) and results were analyzed using two-way analysis of ANOVA for single comparison or two-way analysis of ANOVA variance followed by Bonferroni posttest for multiple comparisons. GraphPad Prism for Windows-version 5.03 and GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA) was used. Statistically significant differences were set at p<0.05; p<0.01; p<0.001.

3 Results

3.1 Alamar Blue assay

The effects of chronic 500μM H₂O₂ exposure were daily measured on 3D-HTMC cultures in static and dynamic conditions at each 24 hours check point time up to 168 hrs, by Alamar Blue assay (Fig. 2).

Over the first 24 hrs, the metabolic state of the 3D-static HTMC cultures showed a significant increase compared to the untreated cultures (about 50%), and the obtained levels in the following exposure times resulted in a time-dependent decrease. After 24-48 hrs of prolonged oxidative stress, the 3D-static HTMCs exhibited an increase of approximately 50% in metabolic activity compared to the respective untreated cultures and 80% versus the 3D-dynamic HTMCs exposed to OS. These effects decreased slowly during the following time exposures, and at 96 hrs the metabolic rate resulted in being similar to that of control cultures. Over 120 hrs of prolonged stress conditions, HTMCs exhibited a further impairment of their metabolic state reaching lower values than those of the untreated cultures. Instead, the metabolic trend of 3D-dynamic HTMCs did not show a significant modulation within 24 hrs of applied stress. Nevertheless, repeated OS exposure produced a significant decrease in the viability index (about 20% vs untreated dynamic cultures), while remaining low up to 96 hrs, then a slow recovery of 3D-dynamic HTMCs was observed, starting from 144 hrs, resulting in a metabolic rate index similar to the control cultures.

3.2 qPCR

In order to evaluate the cytokines production, the MMPs regulation and ECM gene expression after OS treatment on 3D-HTMCs cultured in a static and dynamic manner, the cells were treated as mentioned above for 48h. The gene expression levels of IL-1α, IL-1β, IL6, TNFa, TGFβ, MMP1, MMP3, MMP9, COL1A1 and FN1 were analyzed by qPCR (Fig. 3). At 48h only OS-treated 3D-dynamic HTMCs showed an up-regulation of IL1β, TGFβ, MMP1, MMP3 and MMP9, compared both to untreated cultures and OS-treated 3D-static HTMCs.

However, OS-treated 3D-static HTMCs evidenced a significant increase only for IL1α levels compared both to untreated cultures and OS-treated 3D-dynamic HTMCs.

Fig. 2: HTMC metabolic state

Metabolic state of 3D HTMCs cultured in static and dynamic conditions was analyzed by Alamar blue assay, during the last 4 hrs of the 22 hrs recovery time in between daily exposure to oxidative stressor. The red dotted line represents the metabolic state of untreated (UT) 3D HTMCs cultured both in static and dynamic conditions, the gray bars represent the treated 3D HTMCs with 500μM H₂O₂. Data are expressed as "fold" Vs viability index of untreated 3D-HTMC, and each value represents the mean ± SD of 3 separate experiments running in triplicate. *p<0.001 vs respective UT 3D-HTMCs; **p <0.001 vs treated 3D-static HTMC (Two-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni posttests).
Fig. 3: Quantitative PCR gene expression analysis of 3D-HTMCs cultured in static and dynamic conditions and subjected to 500μM H₂O₂ for 48h. IL-1α, IL-1β, IL-6, TNFα and TGFβ (A), MMP1, MMP3 and MMP9 (B), COL1A1 and FN1 (C). The red dotted line represents the gene expression of untreated (UT) 3D HTMCs cultured both in static and dynamic conditions, the gray bars represent the treated 3D HTMCs with 500μM H₂O₂. Data are expressed as fold-increase relative to control at the same end-point and normalized to Ubiquitin (Panels A-B) and HPRT1 (Panel C) housekeeping gene expression. Each bar represents the mean ± SD. of three independent experiments performed in triplicate.

**p<0.05; ***p <0.01; §§§p <0.001 vs respective UT 3D-HTMCs; *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p <0.001 vs treated 3D-static HTMC (Two-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni posttests).

3.3 Human apoptosis array

After prolonged OS stress, multiple marker detection of apoptosis pathway was analyzed on both 3D-HTMC models by a microarray for 43 pro/anti apoptotic proteins. In Fig. 4 we reported only the levels of those pro/anti-apoptotic proteins that resulted in significant modulation in almost one or in both 3D-HTMC models.

After 48 hrs OS exposure, 3D-static HTMCs evidenced a significant increase of pro-apoptotic BID, BIM, Caspase 3, p53, Smac, TNF-R1 proteins (Fig. 4A). This modulation resulted more marked after 72 hrs for above proteins, except for proapoptotic p53 and Smac. Regarding antiapoptotic molecules, the OS exposure after 48hrs resulted in a significant increase in Survivin, IGFBP1 and IGF1, and after 72 hrs, a stronger increase in BCL2, BCLw, survivin, x IAP, CD 40 and IGF1. These modulations of pro and anti-apoptotic markers are lapsed in 3D-static cultures at 168 hrs.

In dynamic conditions, after 48 hrs of OS stimulus, pro-apoptotic BAD, BID, BAX, BIM, CytoC, Smac and TNFα, TNFα/TNFFR1, TNFα/TNFFR2 protein levels were significantly increased compared to those of control cultures. At 72 hrs the levels of almost all markers were at basal levels, except for TNFα, TNFα/TNFFR1, TNFα/TNFFR2 which rose in a time dependent way until 168 hrs. As for anti-apoptotic patterns, only IGFBP1 evidenced a significant increase after 48 hrs, while BCL2, BCLw, Hsp70, CD40, IGFBP1 and IGF1 showed up to 3-fold increase after 168 hrs.
3.4 Western blot analysis

The analysis of PARP-1 full length-cleavage was performed on 3D-HTMCs, after 168 hours of exposure to chronic pro-oxidant stimulus (500μM H₂O₂) (Fig. 5). Chronic exposure to H₂O₂ exerted opposite effects on 3D-HTMCs depending on the culture conditions; in fact, a marked and significant increase of PARP-1 cleavage levels was detected only in 3D-HTMCs static cultures, while in dynamic models 3D-HTMCs PARP-1 expression got a full length.
Fig. 5: PARP1 cleaved levels and NF-κB levels in 3D-HTMC static and dynamic cultures after 168 hrs of chronic oxidative treatment
The analysis was performed by immunoblotting and the bars represent both the ratio of cleaved PARP1 and phosphoNF-κBp65/NF-κB, and are expressed as arbitrary units (AU). Data represent the mean ± SD of 2 independent experiments, running in triplicate.
*** p <0.0001; **p<0.01 vs. untreated 3D cultures and §p<0.0001 3D-HTMC treated vs 3D-HTMC control cultures (Two-way ANOVA).

Fig. 6: F-actin intensity measurement and confocal analysis
(A) F-actin intensity was calculated at least into three images of the same condition. Each measurement included ten areas of interest per image. Data represent the mean ± SD of 6 independent experiments. (B) Confocal microscopy analyses of nucleus and cytoskeletal markers were performed on U.T. and H₂O₂-3D-HTMCs in static and in dynamic conditions after 72 and 168 hours of experimental procedures. Representative images are related to immunoreactivity for To-ProTM and Phalloidin, as nuclear and cytoskeleton markers, respectively. Merged images showed cytoskeleton plus Nucleus. Fluorescence signals were captured at 60x magnification. *** p <0.0001 vs. U.T. 3D HTMCs and #p<0.05 dynamic H₂O₂ 3D-HTMC vs static H₂O₂ 3D-HTMC (One-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s posttest).
NF-kB transactivation, as an inflammatory / antiapoptotic response marker, was analyzed in terms of the ratio between the levels of phospho-NF-kB p65, the activated form of NF-kB, versus total NF-kB (Figure 4B). A remarkable NF-kB activation occurred only in 3D-HTMC cultured in dynamic conditions.

3.5 Confocal analysis
To understand the dynamics of F-actin in 3D-HTMC under both static and dynamic conditions, during multiple 2 hrs-exposure to 500µM H2O2, the F-actin intensity associated with the cytoskeleton was quantified by Fuji ImageJ open source image processing software (Fig. 6, panel A). Therefore, at 72 hrs of experimental procedure, in both culture models a reduction by about 40% in F-actin intensity was observed compared to that of untreated 3D-HTMCs. However, at 168 hrs only in the treated dynamic 3D-HTMC model the F-actin intensity showed a recovery, while in the static 3D-HTMC model F-actin intensity was further reduced by about 64% and 42%, compared to untreated static 3D-HTMC and treated dynamic 3D-HTMC, respectively.

Moreover, the spatial organization of 3D-HTMCs cultures at 72 and 168 hrs was analyzed by confocal microscopy (Fig. 6, panel B). In 3D- static HTMC cultures, the actin microfilaments, detected by fluorescent probe FITC-Phallolidin, resulted uniformly distributed in parallel lines along with the longitudinal axis and a lot of cell-to-cell interaction was detected. However, in dynamic 3D-HTMCs, actin microfilaments showed less orderly distribution of the cells embedded in the matrix. In both culture conditions, the H2O2-treated 3D-HTMCs showed an increase of nuclear size, labeled by fluorescent probe To-ProTM, while actin microfilament became thicker, tense and distributed in radial manner only in dynamic conditions.

4 Discussion
The aim of the study was to develop a relevant 3D in vitro model of HTMC using Matrigel® and bioreactor technologies to explore, in a more physiological way, the first step of molecular changes in h-TM cultures after prolonged oxidative stress condition.

As known, there are several inducible glaucoma animal models that allow to evaluate the ganglion cell axon damage through the experimental increase of IOP or direct damage of the optic nerve (Burgoyne, 2015; Ishikawa et al., 2015; Struebing and Geisert, 2015; Evangelho et al., 2019). However, these approaches could explain only a part of glaucoma molecular mechanisms; in fact, until today, the only clinically modifiable risk factor remains IOP. Moreover, these not species-specific artifacts overestimate, overlooking fundamental issues, and results cannot always be translated to humans. There is therefore a pressing need for translational value of human biology-based advanced models to understand disease in humans, at multiple biological scales, according to Adverse Outcome Pathway constructs.

In the last few years, 3D-cultures together with 3D-culture techniques have represented important, increasingly physiologically relevant and useful steps towards in vitro models for disease species-specific studies. In particular, the addition of a perfusion flow ranging from milli- to micro-fluidic techniques have implemented the performance of standard 3D-cultures. Indeed, (Ucciferri et al., 2014; Ahluwalia, 2017) reported that cells and tissues cultured in vitro, under specific conditions, maintain power law metabolic scaling in cultures proving the physiological relevance for these downscaled in vitro systems.

In the small dimension-bioreactor scenario, cell-culture chambers, characterized only by a few ml in volume (i.e. “milli-fluidic” chambers), meet specifications to refine animal models allowing for an easy interaction by laboratory experts. As known, the millifluidic apparatus simulates physiological environmental conditions, exposing cells to a cell-culture flow, which acts as blood in the human circulation (Giusti et al., 2014). However, in order to implement the standard static culture method, it is possible to mimic different dynamic environmental conditions, using a peristaltic pump. In this way, cells can affect their habitat and interact with each other, secreting cytokines, and mimicking a real live situation.

In our and other previous studies (Bouchemi et al., 2017; Vernazza et al., 2019) it was given evidence of the suitability of 3D-HTM cultures for assessing a more realistic model than a 2D-model. In this regard, to further improve our 3D-HTMC in vitro we applied the millifluidic technique to 3D HTMC culture. To assess the effectiveness of this approach, we compared the different biological responses of 3D-HTMCs cultured in a static environment and 3D-HTMC cultured within the flow perfusion bioreactor, during prolonged chronic oxidative stimulus, that is considered closely linked both to TM pathological changes and glaucoma (Sacca and Izzotti, 2014; Zhao et al., 2016).

The benchmarks for the emergence of an aqueous humor outflow resistance are ascribed to cytoskeleton reorganization, cell shape, contractile properties, cell-to-cell/ECM attachments (Xiang et al., 2010). Thus we analyzed 3D-HTMCs morphology by confocal microscopy after repeated 2 hrs-exposures to 500µM H2O2 (Fig. 6). The F-actin was chosen as cytoskeleton indicator because it resulted abundant in TM cells. In our experimental conditions, after 72 and 168 hrs exposures to an oxidative stressor, in both 3D-HTMCs culture models, actin microfilaments appeared thinned and nuclear size resulted enlarged compared to that of untreated cultures. These morphological changes confirmed that prolonged OS can modify the TM cells shape (i.e. F-actin cytoskeleton reorganization) through gene expression changes, besides biomechanical insults (Sacca et al., 2016b).

Moreover, also the reduction of F-actin intensity during the short-term doses of H2O2 (72 hrs) showed the same trend. As known, the actin cytoskeleton depolymerization is one of the ROS mechanisms by which cell barrier functions may be impaired (Boordman et al., 2004). However, after long-term of H2O2 exposure (168 hrs), only treated 3D-HTMC under dynamic conditions showed an increase of F-actin intensity, compared to the previous condition. It could be related to the constant medium nutrients supply, provided by the bioreactor system, that allowed for F-actin recovery (Stapulionis et al., 1997).

Moreover, the amplification of IL1α, IL1β, IL6, TNFα and TGFβ1, by qPCR was investigated. After 48hrs of experimental stress condition only in 3D-dynamic HTMC cultures we found a significant up-regulation of TGF-β1 and IL-1β, two crucial markers involved both in ECM remodeling (Pulliero et al., 2014; Lv et al., 2017) and in glaucoma acute inflammatory response (Taurone et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2017). The ECM changes in the TM play an important role in increasing both aqueous humor outflow resistance and IOP (Fig. 3, panel A). Indeed, several molecular factors interact with one another to promote the ECM synthesis or its degradation changing its basic properties (Fuchshofer and Tamm, 2009). Therefore, the MMP, COL1A1 and FN1 gene amplifications were also evaluated and the results indicated that only in 3D-dynamic HTMC, the H2O2 exposure could change the expression of cellular proteases in order to counteract OS-induced outflow resistance (Micheal et al., 2013; Singh et al., 2015). However, the adhesion
molecule expressions did not show significant differences compared to the UT 3D HTMC models, even though 3D HTMC subjected to oxidative stress and cultured under dynamic conditions showed a significant COL1A1 up-regulation (p<0.01) compared to treated 3D-HTMC under static conditions. These results highlight that more physiological culture conditions are able to better mimic the homeostatic TM cell responses found in vivo to adjust the outflow resistance (Wang et al., 2001; Acott and Kelley, 2008). Thus, it is conceivable that our model mimics in vivo conditions found in early stages of glaucoma.

In this study we also provided the evidence that 3D-models, compared to the standard 2D cultures commonly used for in vitro glaucoma studies, maintained the tissue architecture which represents an important hallmark for the tissue function maintenance found in vivo. However, a dynamic environment allows a better maintenance of cell structures than static culture conditions, also confirmed by confocal analysis, and this capability better supported the cellular polarization, sustaining, as a consequence, a long-term viability of the cells. Indeed, the modulation of apoptosis markers and NF-kB protein levels in 3D-dynamic HTMC cultures showed a more efficient adaptive response over time to OS-damage, compared to 3D-static models (Zahir and Weaver, 2004), triggered the inflammation cascade, as it happens in vivo during glaucoma occurrence.

Then, in 3D-dynamic HTMCs we observed an increase in pro-apoptotic proteins including BAD, BIM, BID, and cytochrome C only in early time of pro-oxidant stimulus exposure and a gradual increase over time in TNFα, Tumor Necrosis Factor receptor 1 (TNFR1). However, a stronger increase at 16hrs in anti-apoptotic markers, as survivin and IGFB1 and in a way also the cell proliferation activator, TNFR2, was found to counterbalance the apoptotic response (Fig. 4). Moreover, these results together with the uncleaved PARP1, the increase of phosphoNF-kBp65 rate compared to total NF-kB level and the healthy metabolic state were in favour of cell survival rather than apoptosis (Fig. 5).

On the other hand, 3D-dynamic HTMC cultures evidenced an overexpression of BAD, BID and Caspase 3 and, to a lesser extent, also of TNFR1, as well as a marked induction of anti-apoptotic proteins such as BCL2, BCLw, survivin, x IAP, CD 40 and IGF1 up to 72hrs of OS-exposure. Nevertheless, after 16hrs to prolonged sub-toxic stress exposure, we reported PARP1 cleaved, no activation of NF-kB and a reduced metabolic cell state leading to hypothesize that 3D-dynamic HTMCs carried on to apoptosis pathway (Figs. 4.5) (Elmore, 2007; Vanamee and Faustman, 2017).

In conclusion, dynamic 3D-HTMC culture models allow for cellular function preservation over time. These features enable the cells to last prolonged stress attack, and this is what is requested by a relevant issue from the beginning of TM damage. Moreover, this in-vitro biodynamic platform can be further developed to become a useful tool to identify key events of damage onset, and its long-term complications, such as blindness, by mimicking tissue-crossstalk with other tissues, joining different modules/chambers in series. In this way, it is possible to analyze step-by-step the stages of cell damage which underlie glaucoma and its adverse outcomes.
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